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We further investigate relations between dispersive effects (like the Morawetz
inequality) for various classical equations: Schro dinger, Dirac, and wave equations.
After Wigner transform, these dispersive estimates are reduced to moment lemmas
for kinetic equations. They yield new results for the Schro dinger (valid up to the
semiclassical limit), wave, and Dirac equations; radial pseudo-differential operators;
and also kinetic equations.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we further investigate relations between dispersive effects
for various classical equations (Schro dinger, wave, and Dirac equations).
We reduce these equations, after a Wigner transform, to a kinetic equation
of the type
t f +a(!) } {x f = g. (1.1)
Then, we apply to (1.1) the multiplier method introduced in [LPe1] in the
context of pure Schro dinger and kinetic equations. We show that it yields
various new estimates similar to the Morawetz inequality [Cz, M]. For the
Schro dinger equation with potential (see (3.2) below), we obtain regular-
izing effects in L2t (H
12
x, loc) valid up to the semiclassical limit (=  0 in (3.2))
for potentials V satisfying some kind of local one-sided Lipschitz condition.
These include Morawetz-type estimates and estimates in L2t (H
12
x, loc). They
seem to be optimal in the semiclassical limit. Also, they are independent of
and complete those of Constantin and Saut [CS2] for merely bounded
potentials, or those of Ruiz and Vega [RV], Sjo gren and Sjo lin [SSj], and
Ben-Arzi and Klainerman [BAK].
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The method can be generalized to pseudo-differential operators iut=
P( |D| )u with a real and radial symbol P( |!| ). We show that the general
Morawetz-type equality can be proved using the classical Wigner transfrom
with a slight modification of the standart multiplier (x|x| )!. These results
extend those of Colin [C] and also provide a more standard approach.
They can be applied directly to the wave equation (then we recover the
inequality in [M]; see also Ruiz and Vega [RV] and Klainermann and
Machedon [KM] for other related results) and to the Dirac equation.
Finally, for the kinetic equation (1.1) itself, we further investigate conse-
quences of the dispersive effect (called moments lemma in this context). A
particular result (in three dimensions) is the following. For v(!)=! } g=
{xV } {! f with V0, {xV # L5(R3), f (t=0) # L1 & L(R6), |!|2 f (t=0) #
L1(R6), (these assumptions correspond to the case of the repulsive Vlasov
Poisson system), the macroscopic density
\(t, x)=| f (t, x, !) d!
satisfies, for all x0 # R3,
\
|x&x0 |17
# L7(0, {; L74(R3)), (1.2)
while the classical regularity of the macroscopic density is \ # Lt (L
53
x ). An
application of this a priori bound will be given in a forthcoming paper
[GJP]. We also point out that our results combine and extend several
ideas introduced in Ge rard et al. [GMMP] concerning the approach to
wave and Dirac equations through Wigner transform and in Lions and
Perthame [LPe1] concerning the analogy between dispersive and moment
estimates. These kinds of dispersive estimates were first established by
Sjo lin [Sj] and Constantin and Saut [CS1], Vega [V].
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives preliminary results
for the kinetic equation and proves the above-mentioned regularity
estimate (1.2). These are used in Section 3 for the Schro dinger equation
and in Section 4 for the wave and Dirac equations.
2. MOMENT AND TRACE LEMMAS FOR CLASSICAL
TRANSPORT EQUATIONS
In this section we consider the solution f = f (x, !, t) of the classical
transport equation
ft+! } {x f = g(x, !, t) (x, !) # R2n, t # R, (2.1a)
f (t=0)= f0(x, !)0 on R2n. (2.1b)
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In the following we use well-known multiplier techniques (see [LPe1]) in
order to obtain new moment and trace lemmas for f. First, we multiply the
equation (2.1a) by
|!|_
(x&x0) } !
($+|x&x0|:)1:
, _ # R, :>0, $0; (2.2)
integrate over Rnx_R
n
!_({1 , {2), &{1<{2; and obtain
|
{2
{1
|
R 2n
|!|2+_
($+|x&x0|:)1: \1&
|x&x0| :&2 ((x&x0) } !)2
($+|x&x0|:) |!|2 + f dx d! dt
+|
{2
{1
|
R 2n
|!|_
(x&x0) } !
($+|x&x0|:)1:
g(x, !, t) dx d! dt
=|
R 2n
( f (x, !, {2)& f (x, !, {1)) |!|_
(x&x0) } !
($+|x&x0|:)1:
dx d!. (2.3)
The first term on the left-hand side is a time-integrated x-weighted !-moment
of f of order 2+_. For $>0 the weight of f is positive, for $=0 it is non-
negative, contains a singularity at x=x0 and vanishes iff ! is parallel to
(x&x0). In the following we intend to control this term by the other two
terms containing lower order !-moments. This means that the integration
in time allows us to gain moments and regularity (due to the singularity at
x=x0 for $=0).
The relation (2.3) will now be applied to various cases.
Example 2.1 (Liouville Equation I). We use the multiplier (2.2) with
$=0, x0=0 in order to obtain
Lemma 2.1. Let g(x, !, t)={x V( |x| ) } {! f. Then the solution f of (2.1)
satisfies
|

0
|
R 2n
|!|2+_
|x| \1&\
x } !
|x| |!|+
2
+ f dx d! dt
&|

0
|
R 2n
|!|_ \1& x } !|x| |!|+\1&_
x } !
|x| |!|+ V$( |x| ) f dx d! dt
=|
R 2n
|!|1+_ \1& x } !|x| |!|+ f0(x, !) dx d!. (2.4)
Note that for &1_1 and V$<0 the second term on the left-hand
side is nonnegative. In this case the time integrated x-weighted !-moment
of f of order 2+_ (except in !=x direction) is controlled by the !-moment
of f0 of order 1+_. Also, for _=&1 the right-hand side is bounded by the
L1 norm of f.
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Proof. With $=0, x0=0 the second term on the left-hand side of (2.3)
gives
&|
{2
{1
|
R 2n
|!|_ \1+_ \ x } !|x| |!|+
2
+ V$( |x| ) f dx d! dt.
Applying the formula for the solution of (2.1),
f (x, !, t)= f0(x&!t, !)+|
t
0
g(x&!(t&s), !, s) ds,
to the right-hand side of (2.3) we obtain (setting {1=0)
|
R2n
( f (x, !, {2)& f (x, !, 0)) |!|_
x } !
|x|
d! dx
=|
R 2n
|!|_+1 \ (x+!{2) } !|x+!{2| |!|&
x } !
|x| |!|+ f0(x, !) dx d!
&|
R2n
|
{2
0
|!|_ {x } (x+!({2&s))|x| |x+!({2&s)|+({2&s)
x } !
|x| |x+!({2&s)|
&({2&s)
x } (x+!({2&s))
|x| |x+!({2&s)|
! } (x+!({2&s))
|x+!({2&s)| 2
+_
x } !
|x| |!|
! } (x+!({2&s))
|x| |!| |x+!({2&s)|= V$f dx d! ds.
In the limit {2   this gives
|
R 2n
|!|_+1 \1& x } !|x| |!|+ f0(x, !) dx d!
&|
R2n
|

0
|!|_ (1+_)
x } !
|x| |!|
V$f dx d! ds
which proves (2.4). K
Example 2.2 (Liouville Equation II). We denote the total energy by
E(t)=|
R2n \
|!|2
2
+V(x)+ f (x, !, t) dx d!. (2.5)
E(0) is obtained by replacing f by f0 . Note that the total energy is con-
served by the Vlasov flow, i.e., E(t)=E(0), \t # R.
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Lemma 2.2. Let g(x, !, t)={xV(x) } {! f, where the potential V # W3, (Rn)
satisfies V0 and {x V # L p(Rn), pn+2. Assume f0 # L(R2n) and
E(0) # R+. Then the solution f of (2.1) satisfies, for all $>0, x0 # Rn,
|
{2
{1
|
R2n
|!|3
($+|x&x0|:)1:
_\1&|x&x0 |
:&2 ((x&x0) } !)2
($+|x&x0 |:) |!| 2 + f (x, !, t) dx d! dtC (2.6)
where C depends on n, E(0), &{x V&Lp(R n) , & f0 &L(R n) , {1 , {2 .
Proof. With our assumption there is clearly a unique distributional
solution of (2.1) which is obtained by passing to the limit in a sequence of
smooth solutions corresponding to smooth initial data. It is enough to
justify (2.6) at this level. We show the result for the limit case p=n+2. The
case p>n+2 follows analogously. We use the multiplier (2.2) with _=1.
The second term on the left-hand side of (2.3) can be estimated by
} |
{2
{1
|
R 2n
{xV } {! f |!|
(x&x0) } !
($+|x&x0 |:)1:
dx d! dt }
2 |
{2
{1
|
Rn
|{xV| \|Rn |!| f d!+ dx dt
2({2&{1) &{xV&Ln+2(R n) sup
{1<t<{2
"|Rn! |!| f (t) d!"L(n+2)(n+1)(Rn)
cn({2&{1) &{xV&Ln+2(Rn) E(0)(n+1)(n+2)& f0 &1(n+2)L(R 2n) . (2.7)
The term on the right-hand side of (2.3) can be estimated by 2E(0). Then
the assertion follows. K
For the nonlinear VlasovPoisson system with n=3, a result like (2.6)
can be obtained. In this case an estimate similar to (2.7) leads to
|!|3&= (=>0) instead of |!|3 in (2.6), since L5(R3) is the limit case for the
electric field: {xV # L p(R3), 32< p<5 (see [LPe2]).
Remark 2.1. The term in parentheses in (2.6) is bounded below by
1(1+|x&x0 | :) for $=1. Thus we have
|
{2
{1
|
R 2n
|!|3
(1+|x&x0 |:)1+1:
f (x, !, t) dx d! dtc,
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which means that the third velocity moment of the solution f of the Vlasov
equation is locally integrable in x and t if the initial energy is bounded
(and, of course, if the other assumptions of Lemma 2.2 hold):
|
R n
|!| 3 f d! # L1loc(R
n
x_Rt).
Loosely speaking, there is gain of one velocity moment locally in x and t.
Example 2.3 (Nonlinear Vlasov Equation). We take the multiplier
(2.2) with _=0 and state
Lemma 2.3. Let g(x, !, t)=div!(#(#&1) f {x(\#&1)) with \(x, t)=
R n f (x, !, t) d!, #>1. Then, we have the a priori bound
|
{2
{1
|
R 2n
|!|2
($+|x&x0 |:)1: \1&
|x&x0 |:&2 ((x&x0) } !)2
($+|x&x0 |:) |!| 2 + f dx dv dt
+|
{2
{1
|
R n
\#
($+|x&x0 |:)1:+1
(n$+(n&1) |x&x0 | :) dx dt
=|
R 2n
( f (x, !, {2)& f (x, !, {1))
(x&x0) } !
($+|x&x0 |:)1:
dx d!. (2.8)
Note that the right-hand side is the sum of two positive terms and the
left-hand side can be estimated by the energy
|
R 2n \
|!|2
2
+
#
#&1
\#&1+ f (x, !, t) dx d!
The relation (2.8) was presented in [P] and is related to the Morawetz
estimate for the nonlinear Schro dinger equation.
Lemma 2.2 has an interesting application. It can be used to obtain
weighted L p estimates in time and space for certain moments of f.
Theorem 2.1. Let the function f have finite kinetic energy and inequality
(2.6) hold. Then the !-moments of f of order less than 2 satisfy
R n! |!|
; f (x, !, t) d!
|x&x0 |1r
# Lr(({1 , {2); Ls(Rnx)) (2.9)
uniformly for x0 # Rn with
0;2 and
n
n+2
(2&;)#2&;
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and
r=
4+(n+1)(2+(;+#))
(n+;)(2&(;+#))
, s=
4+(n+1)(2+(;+#))
(n+;)(2+;+#)
.
More precisely the inequality (2.10) below holds.
Remark 2.2. In the case of the density \ (e.g., ;=0) in 3 dimensions we
have the two limit cases
\
|x&x0 |17
# L7(({1 , {2); L74(R3x)) for #=
6
5
,
and the classical result (see [LPe2])
\ # L(({1 , {2); L53(R3x)) for #=2.
For the current density J=R n !f d! we obtain, with ;=1, the limit cases
J
|x&x0 |232
# L232(({1 , {2); L238(R3x))
and classically [LPe1]
J # L(({1 , {2); L54(R3x)).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We denote
E(a, R)={!, |!|>R, \ (x&x0) } !|x&x0 | |!|+
2
1&a=
and observe that
|
R n
|!|; f (x, !, t) d!=|
|!|R
|!| ; f d!+|
E(a, R)
|!| ; f d!+|
R n"E(a, R)
|!|; f d!
c _Rn+; & f &L(R 2n)+|x&x0 |aR3&; I1
+I (;+#)22 a
(2&;&#)4R(n(2&(;+#))&2#)2&
with
I1=|
Rn
|!|3
|x&x0 | \1&
[(x&x0) } !]2
|x&x0 |2 |!| 2 + f d!, I2=|Rn |!| 2 f d!.
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Then we optimize in a and in R and we conclude
|
R n
|!| ; f d!c[|x&x0 | I1](2&(;+#))(n+;)(4+(n+1)(2+(;+#)))
_I 2(;+#)(n+;)(4+(n+1)(2+(;+#)))2 . (2.10)
Using I1 # L1(({1 , {2); L1(Rnx)), I2 # L
(({1 , {2); L1(Rnx)) the assertion of the
theorem follows. K
Remark 2.3. For the transport equation
ft+v(!) } {x f =0 (2.11a)
f (t=0)= f0(x, !)0 on R2n (2.11b)
the above-presented methods still work. We take the multiplier (in analogy
to (2.2))
v(!) } (x&x0)
($+|x&x0 |:)1:
, :>0, $0. (2.12)
and obtain
|
{2
{1
|
R2n
|v(!)|2
($+|x&x0 |:)1: \1&
|x&x0 |:&2 [(x&x0) } v(!)]2
($+|x&x0 |:) |v(!)| 2 + f dx d! dt
=|
R2n
( f (x, !, {2)& f (x, !, {1))
(x&x0) } v(!)
($+|x&x0 |:)1:
dx d!. (2.13)
The following lemma covers a case which is related to the analysis of the
wave equation presented in Section 3.
Lemma 2.4. Let v(!)=!|!| in (2.11) and f0 # L1(R2n). Then the solu-
tion f of (2.11) satisfies
|

&
|
R2n
1
|x&x0 | \1&\
(x&x0) } !
|x&x0 | |!|+
2
+ f (x, !, t) dx d! dt
=2 |
R 2n
f0(x, !) dx d!. (2.14)
There is no gain in !-moments since v(!) is bounded as !  . But still
we have an improvement of the local behaviour of f at every point x0
‘‘except in the direction x=!’’ due to the singularity of the multiplier of f
at x=x0 .
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We now turn back to the transport equation (2.1) and choose the multi-
plier
sign=(x1!1), (2.15)
where sign=(x) denotes a smoothed sign(x) function, such that
sign$=(x) ww(
=  0
2$(x) in S$(R).
This multiplier leads to the following trace lemma:
Lemma 2.5. Let g=0 in (2.1) and f0 # L1(R2n). Then the solution f of
(2.1) satisfies
|

&
|
R!
|
Rx2
} } } |
Rxn
f (0, x2 , ..., xn , !, t) |!1 | dx2 } } } dxn d! dt
=|
R2n
f0(x, !) dx d!. (2.16)
Proof. Multiplying by (2.15) and integrating over Rnx_R
n
!_({1 , {2)
gives
|
{2
{1
|
R 2n
|!1 | 2 sign$=(x1!1) f (x, !, t) x d! dt
=|
R2n
( f (x, !, {2)& f (x, !, {1)) sign=(x1!1) dx d!. (2.17)
We change the variable x1  u=x1!1 on the left-hand side and let =  0 in
order to obtain the left-hand side of (2.16) multiplied by 2. On the right-
hand side we use
|
R2n
f (x, !, {2) sign=(x1 !1) dx d!
=|
R2n
f0(z, !) sign=(z1!1+z1!1{2) dz d!
 |
R 2n
f0(z, !) dz d!, as =  0 and {2  +.
In the same way we handle the second term on the right-hand side of
(2.17). K
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A similar trace lemma can be obtained by using the multiplier
sign=(x } !) (2.18)
(in analogy to (2.15)).
Lemma 2.6. Let g=0 on f0 # L1(R2n) in (2.1). Then the solution f of
(2.1) satisfies
|

&
|
R!
|
Ry1
} } } |
Ryn&1
f (x=(!), !, t) |!| dy1 } } } dyn&1 d! dt
=|
R 2n
f0(x, !) dx d!, (2.19)
with x=(!)=x&(x } !|!| ) !|!| and x=(!)=ni=2 y i_ i (!|!| ), where the
vectors !|!|, _2(!|!| ), ..., _n(!|!| ) form an orthonormal basis of Rn.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.5 in order to obtain the
right-hand side of (2.19) from (2.11). We use
|
{2
{1
|
R 2n
! } {x f sign=(x } !) dx d! dt
=&|
{2
{1
|
R 2n
|!|2 sign$=(x } !) f (x, !, t) dx d! dt
=&|
{2
{1
|
R!
|
Ru
|
Ry1
} } } |
Ryn&1
|!| sign$=(u) f
_\ u|!|
!
|!|
+x=(!), !, t+ du dy1 } } } dyn&1 d! dt
in order to manipulate the left-hand side. K
3. DISPERSION LEMMAS FOR SCHRO DINGER-TYPE PROBLEMS
The subsequent results will be based on the theory of the Wigner trans-
form, for which we state here only the most basic (and important) proper-
ties. For an in-depth analysis we refer to [LPa, GMMP].
Let f # S$(Rn; C). Then the Wigner transform of f on the scale =>0 is
given by
w=[ f ](x, !)=
1
(2?)n |Rn f \x+
=
2
v+ f \x&=2 v+ eiv } ! dv (3.1)
(‘‘&’’ denotes complex conjugation).
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Note that w=[ f ] # S$(Rnx_R
n
! ; R). It is well known that, in general,
w=[ f ] is not a positive measure.
For the following we use the definition
f (!) :=(Fx  ! f )(!)=|
Rn
f (x) e&ix } ! dx
for the Fourier transform on Rn. Its inverse is denoted by
g (x) :=(F&1!  x g)(x)=
1
(2?)n |R n g(!) e
ix } ! d!.
Trivially we have
(F!  v w=[ f ])(x, v)= f \x+=2 v+ f \x&
=
2
v+
and, after a simple computation,
(Fx  ‘w=[ f ])(‘, !)=
1
(2?=)m
f \!=+
‘
2+ f \
!
=
&
‘
2+ .
We conclude
|
R n
w=[ f ] d!=| f (x)|2, |
R n
w=[ f ] dx=
1
(2?=)m } f \
!
=+}
2
.
At first we consider the Schro dinger equation on Rn with a given real
valued potential V(x)
i=ut=&
=2
2
2u+V(x)u, x # Rn, t # R, (3.2a)
u(t=0)=uI on Rn. (3.2b)
It is verified by a simple calculation that w(x, !, t) :=w=[u=(t)](x, !)
satisfies the transport equation
wt+! } {xw+3[V]w=0, (x, !) # R2n, t # R, (3.3a)
w(t=0)=w=[uI] on R2n, (3.3b)
where 3[V] is given by
(3[V] f )(x, !)= &
i
(2?)n |R n
V(x+(=2)v)&V(x&(=2)v)
=
_ f \x+=2 v+ f \x&
=
2
v+ eiv! dv. (3.4)
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We shall now derive dispersive inequalities for the Schro dinger equation
(3.2) by employing a multiplier technique on the Wigner equation (3.3).
Although the subsequent results can also be obtained by using a multiplier
technique directly on the Schro dinger equation, the ‘‘detour’’ via the Wigner
equation has two advantages. First, it uses the connection between moment
lemmas for kinetic equations and dispersion lemmas for Schro dinger-type
equations employing a somewhat intuitive multiplier on the kinetic level.
Second, it serves as a guideline for pseudodifferential equations with more
general symbols where a direct multiplier approach without ‘‘kinetic
detour’’ would be even less intuitive than in the Schro dinger case.
The first dispersion statement reads
Theorem 3.1. For n2 let &(=22) 2+V be essentially self-adjoint and
V(x)0 a.e. in Rn, V # W 1, 1loc (R
n; R). Also assume uI # D((&(=22) 2+V)14)
L2(Rn) and
[(x&x0) } {V(x)]+
|x&x0 | <(1+- V(x)) # L(Rn)
for some x0 # Rn. Then there are constants Cn independent of x0 and = such
that for all &<{1<{2< we have
|
{2
{1
|
R 2 _=2 \
|{u| 2
|x&x0 |
&
|(x&x0) } {u|2
|x&x0 |3 +&\
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} {V(x)+ |u|2& dx dt
C2 "\&=
2
2
2+V+
14
uI"
2
L2(R2)
(n=2) (3.5a)
|
{2
{1 _|R 3 =
2 \ |{u|
2
|x&x0 |
&
|(x&x0) } {u|2
|x&x0 | 3 + dx+4?=2 |u(x0 , t)|2
&|
R3 \
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} {V(x)+ |u| 2 dx& dt
C3 "\&=
2
2
2+V+
14
uI"
2
L2(R3)
(n=3) (3.5b)
|
{2
{1
|
R n _=2 \
|{u| 2
|x&x0 |
&
|(x&x0) } {u|2
|x&x0 |3
+
|u| 2
|x&x0 |3
:n+
&\ x&x0|x&x0 | } {V(x)+ |u|2& dx dt
Cn "\&=
2
2
2+V+
14
uI"
2
L2(Rn)
, (n4), :n=
n2&4n+3
4
.
(3.5c)
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Here and in what folows we denote by f +, f & the positive and the
negative part of f, i.e., f = f +& f &.
Proof. As in the previous section we multiply the transport equation
(3.3a) by ((x&x0)( |x&x0 | )) } ! and integrate over Rn!_R
n
x_({1 , {2). We
obtain
|
{2
{1
|
R2n
! } {x \(x&x0) } !|x&x0 | + w d! dx dt
&|
{2
{1
|
R2n
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} !3[V] w d! dx dt
=|
R n
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} (J(x, {2)&J(x, {1)) dx, (3.6)
where we used
|u(x, t)|2=|
R n
w(x, !, t) d!
and set
J(x, t) :=|
Rn
!w(x, !, t) d!.
The first term on the left-hand side of (3.6) was already computed in the
reference [LPe1] in terms of the wave function u. It is given by those terms
on the left-hand side of (3.5), which do not involve {V(x). Using (3.4) we
obtain
|
R n
!3[V] f d!={xV(x) | f (x)|2,
which implies
|
{2
{1
|
R2n
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} !3[V] w d! dx dt=|
{2
{1
|
R n
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} {V(x) |u(x, t)|2 dx dt.
Another simple calculation (using the definition of the Wigner transform)
gives
J(x, t)== Im(u (x, t) {u(x, t)) (3.7)
so that
|
R n
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} J(x, T) dx== Im |
R n \u (x, T)
x&x0
|x&x0 |+ } {u(x, T ) dx
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and
} |R n
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} J(x, T ) dx }= |{u(T )|&12 } x&x0|x&x0 | u(T ) }12 .
Here we denote the (semi)norms on H:(Rn) by
| f | 2: :=|
R n
| f (!)|2 |!| 2: d!, & f &2:=|
Rn
(1+|!|2): | f (!)|2 d!
for : # R. Then we deduce from the above inequality
} |R n
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} J(x, T) dx }= |u(T )|12 } x&x0|x&x0 | u(T )} 12 .
Now we consider the operators
Rl : f 
x l
|x|
f, l=1, ..., n.
We compute
|Rl f | 212=a
2
n |
R n } lim$  0 |||| >$
|l
|||n+1
f (!&|) d| }
2
|!| d!.
an only depends on the dimension n. Here we used |x|@ (!)=an( |!|&1&n)v,
where ‘‘v’’ denotes the extension to !=0. Since
g  lim
$  0 ||||>$
|l
|||n+1
g(!&|) d|
is the Riesz transformation (with index l ) up to a multiplicative constant,
it is bounded on L2(Rn) (cf. [S, II, 4.2, Theorem 3]). Thus, it is also bounded
on L2(Rn, |!|: d!), where &n<:<n (cf. [S, II, 6.3]) and
|Rl f |12C | f | 12
follows. We obtain
} |R n
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} J(x, T ) dx }C= |u(T)| 212 (3.8)
with a constant C, which only depends on n. It remains to show the trans-
port of - = |u(t)|12 by the Schro dinger flow with an =-independent con-
stant. We denote by S(t) the solution operator of (3.2), i.e., S(t) uI is the
solution u(t) of (3.2) at time t. We have
&S(t)&L2(Rn)  L2(Rn)=1, \t # R,
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and we conclude
"\&=
2
2
2+V+
14
S(t) uI"L2(Rn)="\&
=2
2
2+V+
14
uI"L2(Rn) , \t # R.
Since V0 we have
"\&=
2
2
2+
14
."L2(Rn)"\&
=2
2
2+V+
14
."L2(Rn)
for all . # D((&(=22) 2+V)14) (see [RS2, p. 44, Prop. 9]). Setting
.=u(t) gives
- = |u(t)|12214 "\&=
2
2
2+V+
14
uI"L2(Rn) , \t # R,
and by proceeding analogously,
&V14u(t)&L2(Rn)"\&=
2
2
2+V+
14
"L2(Rn) , \t # R.
From (3.8) we derive
} |Rn
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} J(x, T) dx }C "\&=
2
2
2+V+
14
uI"
2
L2(Rn)
,
and the assertion of Theorem (3.1) follows. K
The next theorem is concerned with the x-localized dispersion result for
the Schro dinger equation (3.2) where the singularity at x=x0 in (3.5) is
removed.
Theorem 3.2. For n1 let the assumptions on V and uI of Theorem
(3.1) hold. Then for 0<:1 there is D=D(n, :)>0 independent of = such
that for all &<{1<{2<:
=2 |
{2
{1
|
R n
|{u|2
(1+|x&x0 |:)1+1:
dx dt&|
{2
{1
|
R n
(x&x0) } {V(x)
(1+|x&x0 |:)1:
|u| 2 dx dt
D "\&=
2
2
2+V+
14
uI"
2
L2(Rn)
. (3.9)
Proof. As in [LPe1] we multiply (3.3a) by (x } !)(1+|x|:)1: (we set
x0=0 to simplify the formulas) and obtain
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|
{2
{1
|
R2n
! } {x \ x } !(1+|x|:)1:+ w dx d! dt
&|
{2
{1
|
Rn
x } {V(x)
(1+|x|:)1:
|u|2 dx dt
=|
Rn
x
(1+|x|:)1:
} (J(x, {2)&J(x, {1)) dx. (3.10)
The first term on the left hand side can be restated in the wave function u
after a long and unpleasant calculation. We obtain
|
{2
{1
|
R2n
! } {x \ x } !(1+|x|:)1:+ w dx d! dt
==2 |
{2
{1
| \ |{u|
2
(1+|x|:)1:
&
(x } {u)2 |x|:&2
(1+|x|:)1+1: + dx dt
+=2 |
{2
{1
| F:(x) |u| 2 dx dt
where F:(x)0 for 0<:1 (cf. [C]). Thus it has the lower bound
c:=2 |
{2
{1
|
|{u|2
(1+|x|:)1+1:
dx dt.
with c:>0. Since

xl \
x j
(1+|x| :)1:+ # L(Rn),
the treatment of the term which involves J in (3.10) is much simpler than
that in Theorem 3.1. K
Remark 3.1. Note that the term involving the electric field {V in (3.5)
can be estimated (due to the assumptions of Theorem 3.1) by
|
{2
{1
|
R n
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} {V(x) |u|2 dx dt
|
{2
{1
|
Rn
[(x&x0) } {V(x)]&
|x&x0 |
|u|2 dx dt
+|
{2
{1
|
R n
(1+- V(x)) |u|2 dx dt
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and by interpolation,
|
{2
{1
|
R n
(1+- V(x)) |u|2 dx dt
({2&{1) \&uI&2L2(Rn)+"\&=
2
2
2+V+
14
uI"
2
L2(Rn)+ .
Thus
|
{2
{1 _|R n \=2 \ |{u|2|x&x0 |&|(x&x0) } {u|2|x&x0|3 + dx
0, n=2
+{4? |u(x0 , t)|2, n=3=+:n Rn ( |u| 2|x&x0| 3) dx, n4
+|
Rn
[(x&x0) } {V(x)]&
|x&x0 |
|u|2 dx& dt
Cn({2&{1) &uI&2L2(Rn)+Cn(1+{2&{1) "\&=
2
2
2+V+
14
uI"
2
L2(Rn)
follows. The corresponding term in (3.9) is treated analogously.
Remark 3.2. The Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 contain qualitatively different
statements. Theorem 3.2 (which is more along the lines of the dispersion
lemmas found in the literature [CS1, CS2, Sj, V2]) states that initial data
with &(&(=22) 2+V)14uI&L2(Rn)< yield L1loc(Rt ; H
1
loc(R
n
x)) solutions
u=u(x, t) (under the stated assumptions on the potential). Theorem 3.1
(which holds for dimensions 2) instead has two main features. First, the
x-locality of Theorem 3.2 is replaced by a regularization property ‘‘away
from the direction {u(x)=x&x0’’ and second, there is the singularity of
the left-hand side of (3.5) at x=x0 (cf. [C]).
Remark 3.3. A main point of both theorems is the precise (i.e.,
optimal) dependence of the estimates on the scaled Planck constant =. Even
for potentials V # L(Rn) the approach of bootstrapping the dispersion
results for the free Schro dinger equation by applying Duhamel’s formula
(cf. [CS2]) gives results which are worse as far as the dependence of = is
concerned.
Remark 3.4. The class of admissible potentials in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
is different from what was considered in the literature [SSj, CS2, BAK].
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Note that, for example, the harmonic oscillator with potential V(x)=|x|2
is admissible, while important short-range potentials are excluded by the
assumption V & # L. This can somewhat be remedied at the expense of the
optimality of the appearing constants in dependence of = since the positivity
of the potential was only used to have a positive Hamiltonian. For example,
we can easily prove
Corollary 3.1. Assume that multiplication by |V(x)| is infinitesimally
form bounded with respect to &2 and that
[x } {V(x)]+
(1+|x|:)1: <(1+- |V(x)| ) # L(Rn)
for some 0<:1. Also let uI # H 12(Rn) and &<{1<{2<. Then there
is E=E(n, :, {1 , {2 , =)>0 such that
|
{2
{1
|
Rn
|{u|2
1+|x| 1+:
dx dt+|
{2
{1
|
R n
[x } {V(x)]&
(1+|x|:)1:
|u|2 dx dtE &uI&212 . (3.1 )
Also, certain time-dependent potentials can easily be included in the
theory.
Remark 3.5 (Nonlinear Schro dinger Equation). Consider the nonlinear
IVP (n2)
i=ut=&
=2
2
2u+h( |u| 2)u, x # Rn, t # R (3.12a)
u(t=0)=uI in Rn, (3.12b)
with the real enthalpy function h=h(_), _>0. Using the multiplier
(x&x0)( |x&x0 | ) } ! for the Wigner equation we obtain (after an integra-
tion by parts)
|
{2
{1
|
R2n
! } { \(x&x0) } !)|x&x0 | + w dx d! dt+(n&1) |
{2
{1
|
Rn
p( |u| 2)
|x&x0 |
dx dt
=|
R n
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} (J(x, {2)&J(x, {1) dx, (3.13)
where p$(_)=h$(_)_. Also, the conserved total energy is
E=
=2
2 |R n |{u|
2 dx+|
R n
H( |u|2) dx,
with H$=h. Assume that H(_) &K_ for some K>0 and p(_)0. Then,
since the first term on the left-hand side of (3.13) is nonnegative and since
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the term on the right-hand side is bounded by 2E(t)+2 &u(t)&2L2(R n) , we
obtain
|

&
|
R n
p( |u(x, t)| 2)
|x&x0 |
dx dt
=2 |
R n
|{uI | 2 dx+2 |
R n
H( |uI |2) dx+2 |
R n
|uI |2 dx. (3.14)
This is a classical estimate (of Morawetz-type), which can be found in
[LS, Cz]. Note that we also can bound the first term in (3.5) (involving
the singularity at x=x0) by a constant, which only depends on the dimen-
sion, the initial energy, and &uI&L2(R n) .
Similar estimates [P] can also be obtained for the Schro dingerPoisson
problem (cf. [LPa, MM]) and for HartreeFock equations [GIMS].
Remark 3.6 (Quantum Hydrodynamics; cf. [GM]). For some applica-
tions it is important to restate the estimates of Theorem 3.1 in terms of the
macroscopic densities
\(x, t)=|u(x, t)|2
and J=J(x, t) defined in (3.7). We obtain after a lengthy calculation
|
{2
{1 _|Rnx [ 1\ |x&x0 | \ |J |2&((x&x0) } J)2|x&x0 |2 +
+
=2
4 |x&x0 | \ |{\| 2&
((x&x0) } {\)2
|x&x0 | 2 +&
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} {V(x) \& dx
0, n=2
+{8?=2\(x0 , t), n=3=& dt:n=2 Rn (\(x, t)|x&x0|3) dx, n>3
Cn "\&=
2
2
2+V+
14
uI"
2
L2(Rn)
. (3.15)
Remark 3.7 (Schro dinger Multiplier). Theorem 3.1 can also be proven
by multiplying the Schro dinger equation by
x&x0
|x&x0 |
} {u +
n&1
2
1
|x&x0 |
u ,
taking real parts and integrating by parts (cf. [LS]).
We now proceed to express the trace Lemma 2.5 in terms of the wave
function deriving an identity for the free Schro dinger flow:
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Theorem 3.3. Let u be the solution of the Schro dinger equation (3.2)
with V#0 ( free case) and uI # S(Rn; C). Then
= |

&
|

0
Rn&1 |u(0, x~ , t)| 2 dx~ &Re Rn&1 u(_, x~ , t) u (&_, x~ , t) dx~
_2
d_ dt
=|
Rn
|uI (x)|2 dx, (3.16)
where we denote x~ =(x2 , ..., xn).
Proof. We reiterate first that
( |!1|@ (v1), _(v1)) v1=&2 |

0
_(v1)+_(&v1)&2_(0)
v21
dv1 .
Then a simple calculation gives
| |!1 | w(0, x~ , !, t) d!= |!1|@ (v1), u \=2 v1 , x~ , t+ u \&
=
2
v1 , x~ , t+v1
=2= |

0
|u(0, x~ , t)|2&Re[u(_, x~ , t) u (&_, x~ , t)]
_2
d_.
The assertion follows from Lemma 2.5 with f =w. K
The equation (3.16) is clearly a statement on the trace of u at x1=0.
4. RADIAL FOURIER MULTIPLIERS
Finally we shall consider PDEs with a real radial Fourier multiplier P
on Rn:
iut=P( |D| )u, x # Rn, t # R (4.1a)
u(t=0)=uI on Rn. (4.1b)
The case P(r)=r& with &2 was analysed in [C] by using a specially con-
structed Wigner-type transform. Here we shall employ the standard Wigner
transform (3.1) and allow a more general class of symbols (cf. [BAD] for
local smoothing results).
Theorem 4.1. Let P # C2([0, ); R) and assume that the map
!  _(‘, !) :=|
12
&12
P$( |!+s‘| )
|!+s‘|
(!+s‘) ds
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is one-to-one and onto from Rn to Rn for all ‘ # Rn. Then the solution of
(3.18) satisfies for all x0 # Rn
|

& _|R n \ |{u| 2|x&x0 |&|(x&x0) } {u|2|x&x0 | 3 + dx
0, n=2
+{4? |u(x0 , t)| 2, n=3=& dt:n R n ( |u| 2|x&x0| 3) dx, n4
_{, n=2=, n3=
2
(2?)n |R n
|!|2
|P$( |!| )|
|u^I (!)|2 d!, (4.2a)
and for 0<:1
|

&
|
R n
|{u| 2
(1+|x| :)1+1:
dx dtC: |
Rn
|!|2
|P$( |!| )|
|u^I (!)|2 d! (n1).
(4.2b)
Proof. The evolution equation for the x-Fourier transform w^(‘, !, t) :=
Fx  ‘w1[u(t)] (we set ==1 in (3.1)) reads
w^t+i‘ } _(‘, !) w^=0, w^(t=0)=w^I (4.3)
(cf. [GMMP]). We now define .=.(r) by .$(r)=r(1+r:)1: or, alter-
natively, .(r)=r and compute
Fx  ‘ (! } {x(! } {.( |x| )))=&(! } ‘)2.( |x| )@(!).
Next we test (4.3) against
a(‘, !) :=i
(! } ‘)2
‘ } _(‘, !)
.( |x| )@(‘).
We obtain
&|
{2
{1
( (‘ } !)2 .( |x| )@(‘), w^) !, ‘ dt
=i  (! } ‘)
2
‘ } _(‘, !)
.( |x| )@(‘), w^({1)!, ‘
&i  (! } ‘)
2
‘ } _(‘, !)
.( |x| )@(‘), w^({2)!, ‘ . (4.4)
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With .(r)=r we have
&( (‘ } !)2 |x|@ (‘), w^) !, ‘=|
R2n \
|!| 2
|x|
&
(! } x)2
|x|3 + w d! dx
and with .$(r)=r(1+r:)1:
&( (‘ } !)2 .( |x| )@(‘), w^) !, ‘=|
R2n
! } {x \ x } !(1+|x|:)1:+ w d! dx.
Therefore, the work to express the left-hand side of (0.0) in terms of u has
already been done [LPe1] and gives rise to the left-hand sides of (4.2). For
the computation of the right-hand side we note that (4.3) gives
w^(‘, !, t)=exp(&i‘ } _(‘, !)t) w^I (‘, !)
We now carry out the change of variables from ! to _=_(‘, !), denote
D=|det(_!)| and obtain
i  (! } ‘)
2
‘ } _(‘, !)
.( |x| )@(‘), w^(‘, !, Tl)!, ‘
=i (!(‘, _) } ‘)
2
‘ } _
.( |x| )@(‘) D(‘, _)&1 exp(&i‘ } _Tl), w^I (‘, !(‘, _))_, ‘
for l=1, 2. We compute
lim
Tl  \
i‘.( |x| )@(‘) exp(&i‘ } _Tl)=&Fx  ‘( lim
Tl  \
{.( |x&_Tl | )
=&Fx  ‘ \ limTl  \ sgn(Tl)
_
|_|+=
_
|_|
$(‘) {+1, Tl  &&1, Tl  += .
Also we obtain
L(_) := lim
‘  0
!(‘, _) } ‘
‘ } _
!(‘, _) } _
|_|
=
!(0, _) } _
|_|
lim
‘  0 \
‘ } !
‘ } !:(‘, !)+|‘| 2 ;(‘, !)+}!=!(‘, _) ,
where
:(‘, !)=|
12
&12
P$( |!+s‘| )
|!+s‘|
ds, ;(‘, !)=|
12
&12
s
P$( |!+s‘| )
|!+s‘|
ds.
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Since ;(‘, !)=O( |! } ‘| ), we conclude
L(_)=
!(0, _) } _
|_|
1
:(0, !(0, _))
=
!(0, _) } _
|_|
|!(0, _)|
P$( |!(0, _)| )
.
Taking the limit {1  &, {2  + in the right-hand side of (4.4) now
gives
2 !(0, _) } _|_|
|!(0, _)|
P$( |!(0, _)| )
D(0, _)&1, w^I (0, !(0, _))_
=2  |!|
2
|P$( |!| )|
, w^I (0, !)!=
2
(2?)n |Rn
|!| 2
|P$( |!| )|
|u^I (!)|2 d!
since _=(P$( |!| )|!| ) ! for ‘=0. K
It is an easy exercise to show that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are
satisfied for P(r)=r& with &2 (cf. [C], where also various other disper-
sion results for 1-dim problems can be found). More generally we obtain
Corollary 4.2. Let P # C2([0, ); R), (P$(r)r)$ r # C([0, ); R) and
P$(r)r2 |(P$(r)r)$| for r0. Then (3.19) (a), (b) hold for the solution of
(3.18) (a), (b) when the ‘‘=’’ sign in (4.2a) is replaced by ‘‘’’.
Proof. We set Q(r)=P$(r)r and compute
_
!
(‘, !)=|
12
&12
Q( |!+s‘| ) ds Id+|
12
&12
Q$( |!+s‘| )
|!+s‘|
(!+s‘) (!+s‘) ds
Therefore _!0 if Q(r)r |Q$(r)| for r>0. If we replace P(r) by
P$(r)=P(r)+(12) $r2 for $>0 we have _$!$Id everywhere. By the
global implicit function theorem the map !  _$(‘, !) is a homeomorphism
from Rn! to R
n
_ . Then the assertion follows by performing the limit
$  0+. K
Clearly the same result holds if P$(r)&r2 |(P$(r)r)$| for all r>0.
Fourier multipliers of the form P(r)=r& for 1&<2 can be included in
the theory by defining approximate symbols P$(r) as
d
dr
P$(r)=&
r&
r+$
.
A simple calculation shows that P$ satisfies the assumptions of Corollary
4.1. The limit process $  0 then proves that the assertions of the corollary
also hold for P(=lim$  0 P$)=r&.
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A particularly interesting case is provided by &=1. We have for all
x0 # Rn (n2)
|

& _|R n _ |{u| 2|x&x0 |&|(x&x0) } {u| 2|x&x0 | 3 & dx
0, n=2
+{4? |u(x0 , t)| 2, n=3=& dt:n Rn ( |u|2|x&x0|3) dx, n4
and consequently
|

&
|
R n _
|({|{| ) u| 2
|x&x0 |
&
|(x&x0) } ({|{| u|2
|x&x0 |3 & dx dt2 |uI | 20 , (4.5b)
where u is the solution of
iut=|D| u, x # Rn, t # R (4.6a)
u(t=0)=uI . (4.6b)
Wave Equation. We apply the above theory to the wave equation (for
n2)
vtt=2v, x # Rn, t # R,
v(t=0)=vI , vt(t=0)=sI on Rn
with real valued data vI and sI .
One readily checks that in Fourier space the quantities
u^\(t, !)=v^t\i |!| v^ (4.7)
satisfy the equation
iu^\t \|!| u^
\=0. (4.8)
Notice that (4.7) also reads
u\(t, x)=vt\i |{| v,
and |{| v is real valued. We obtain
Lemma 4.1 (Wave Equation, n2). For all x0 # R,
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(i) n=3:
|
+
&
|v(x0 , t)| 2 dt
1
2?
( |sI | 20+|vI |
2
1),
n4:
|
+
&
|
R n
|v(x, t)| 2
|x&x0 |3
dx dtC( |sI | 20+|vI |
2
1)
(ii) n2:
|
+
&
|
R n _
|{v(x, t)|2
|x&x0 |
&
|(x&x0) } {v| 2
|x&x0 |3 & dx dt
C( |sI | 20+|vI |
2
1
|
+
&
|
R n _
|{|{| ) vt | 2
|x&x0 |
&
|(x&x0) } ({|{| ) vt |2
|x&x0 |3 & dx dt
C( |sI | 20+|vI |
2
1)
|
+
&
|
R n
[ |({|{| ) vt |2+|{v|2]
(1+|x| )1+:
dx dt
C:( |sI | 20+|vI |
2
1), \:>0. K
The three dimensional result was already obtained by Morawetz [M]
(using a direct multipier technique). We also refer to [KM, RV], where
other space-time estimates on the wave equation can be found.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We notice that both vt and |{| v are real valued.
Therefore
|u+|2=|vt | 2+|{| v|2.
Next, we notice that (1|!| ) u^\ satisfy also (4.8). Hence, we may again
apply (4.5a) componentwise to
u=\ 1|!| u+@+
6
=
1
|{|
vt+iv,
which is a decomposition in imaginary and real parts of u. Therefore, we
obtain the desired inequalities. (Here ‘‘6’’ denotes the inverse Fourier
transform). K
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Remark 4.1 (Dirac Equation). We consider the free Dirac equation in
R3 for the spinor field U=U(x, t) # C4,
iUt=R(D) U, x # R3, t # R (4.9a)
U(t=0)=UI on R3, (4.9b)
where
!1
R(!)= :
3
k=1
#0#k!k+#0, !=\!2+ .!3
#l, l=0, ..., 4, are the 4_4 Dirac matrices. Their elements are 0, 1, i and
they satisfy (cf. [L])
(#0)*=#0, (#k)*=&#k, (#0#k)*=#0#k for k=1, 2, 3
(#0)2=Id, (#k)2=&Id for k=1, 2, 3; #+#&+#&#+=0 for +{&.
Clearly R(!) is self-adjoint for all ! # R3. Its eigenvalues are *+( |!| ) and
*&( |!| ), where
*\(r)=\- r2+1
(cf. [GMMP]). Each eigenvalue has multiplicity 2 for all ! # R3. Let
S+(!), S&(!) be the spectral projections of R(!) corresponding to *+( |!| )
and *&( |!| ) resp. Then we have
U=U++U& , U+=S+(D)U, U&=S&(D)U
with the equations
i

t
U+=*+( |D| ) U+ , U+(t=0)=S+(D) UI
i

t
U&=*&( |D| ) U& , U&(t=0)=S&(D) UI .
Since *+(r), &*&(r) satisfy the assumption of Corollary 3.1, we obtain the
estimate (4.2a) (for n=3 with the equal sign replaced by ‘‘’’) for all 4
components of U+ and U& . Proceeding as for the wave equation gives for
all x0 # R3
|

&
|U(x0 , t)|2 dt
1
4?
|UI | 21 , (4.10)
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which proves the ‘‘regularizing’’ effect of the Dirac equation from H1(R3)
(for the initial data) to L(R3x ; L
2(Rt)). Also the term involving the
singularity at x=x0 in (4.2a) can be computed. We have
S\(!)=
1
2 \I\
1
- |!| 2+1
R(!)+
and thus
|

&
|
R3 \
|({|{| ) U\, l | 2
|x&x0 |
&
|(x&x0) } ({|{| ) U\, l |2
|x&x0 | 3 + dx dtconst |UI | 20
for l=1, 2, 3, 4, where U\=(U\, 1 , U\, 2 , U\, 2 , U\, 3)T.
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